Cookies policy
GOLMAR Sistemas de Comunicación, S.A. COOKIES POLICY
1. ¿What are Cookies?
The website www.golmar.es, owned by GOLMAR SISTEMAS DE COMUNICACIÓN S.A., uses cookies and other files of similar functionality.
A "Cookie" is a small file that is stored on the user's computer, Tablet, Smartphone or any other device with information about browsing.
The set of "cookies" of all our users helps us to improve the quality of our website, allowing us to control which pages are useful, which are not and which are susceptible to
improvement.
Cookies are essential for the functioning of the Internet, providing countless advantages in the provision of interactive services, facilitating browsing and usability of our website. In
any case the cookies could damage your computer. On the contrary, the fact that they are active helps us to identify and resolve errors.

2. ¿What kind of cookies do we use?
ACCORDING TO THE ENTITY THAT MANAGES IT
Own Cookies: those that are sent to your computer from our own equipment or domains and from which we provide the service that you request us.
Third party cookies: those that are sent to your device from a equipment or domain that is not managed by us, but by another collaborating entity. Such as, for example, those
used by social networks, or external content such as Google Maps.
ACCORDING TO THE LENGTH OF TIME THAT THEY REMAIN ACTIVE
Session Cookies: temporary cookies that remain in the cookie file of your browser until you leave the website, so that none is recorded on the hard drive of your computer. The
information obtained through these cookies is used to analyze web traffic patterns. In the long run, this allows us to provide a better experience to improve the content and
facilitate its use.
Persistent Cookies: stored in the hard disk and our web reads them every time you make a new visit. A permanent website has a certain expiration date. The cookie will stop
working after that date. We generally use these cookies to facilitate shopping and registration services.
ACCORDING TO THEIR PURPOSE
Strictly necessary: these cookies are necessary to facilitate the correct browsing of our website and ensure that the content is loaded efficiently, allowing the correct use of the
different options or services that exist in it such as making the purchase process or control fraud linked to the security of the service. Analytical and aggregate cookies are included
to count site traffic and pages visited.
Analytics and optimization: these cookies are our own or third party cookies that allow us to optimize your experience on the website by evaluating its performance and improve
by adding new features.
Personalization: allow us to store user preference information to improve the quality of our services and to offer a better experience through recommended products. Some of
them can be multi-device.
Behavioral advertising: These cookies are used to store information on user behavior obtained through continuous observation. Thanks to them, we can know the browsing
habits on the website and display advertising related to your browsing profile.
Valuation: generates anonymous identifiers for the correct functioning of customer opinions on purchased products.
Cookie cession: these cookies allow sharing data derived from behavioral advertising cookies with third party providers of www.golmar.es so that they can personalize their digital
advertising on web pages, social networks and any digital support that allows it.

3. Purpose of each of the Cookies used
Below, we detail the cookies used on our website and their purpose.
List of cookies used on the domain www.golmar.es
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4. Disabling or deleting Cookies.
Most browsers allow you to manage your cookie preferences at any time. You can set your browser to reject or delete certain cookies at your discretion.
To configure cookies, you can do it from the browser through the following links:



Google Chrome



Mozilla Firefox



Internet Explorer



Microsoft Edge



Safari

You can also revoke your consent to the use of cookies in your browser by installing a plug-in or through an opt-out system provided by some third parties that install cookies on
our website:



Adobe



Criteo



Google (publicidad comportamental) (requires log-in on Google)



Doubleclick



Facebook

You must take into account that some features of the contents of the website www.golmar.es are only available if you allow the installation of cookies in your browser. If you decide
not to accept or block certain cookies, depending on their purpose, this may affect, in whole or in part, the normal operation of the website or prevent access to some of its
services.

5. Updates and changes in the Cookies Policy.
GOLMAR SISTEMAS DE COMUNICACIÓN S.A. may modify this Cookies Policy according to new legislative or regulatory requirements or in order to adapt this policy to the
instructions issued by the Spanish Data Protection Agency.
When significant changes are made to this Cookies Policy, the user will be informed by means of an informative notice on the web page.
In any case, we recommend reviewing this policy every time you access our website in order to be properly informed about how and why we use cookies.

